How college leaders handle financial crises

Two KU researchers have authored a study of how deans and department chairs lead during “financial tsunamis” in higher education. Rick Ginsberg, dean of the School of Education, and Karen Multon, chair and professor of psychology and research in education, surveyed 56 deans and 45 department chairs at institutions that have experienced budget cuts in recent years.
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Budig Teaching Professor announced

Paul Schumaker, professor of political science, received the Gene A. Budig Teaching Professorship Award from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Schumaker will hold the title of Budig Teaching Professor for the 2012-2013 academic year and will receive a $5,000 award.
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KU mourns Lynn Bretz

Chancellor Bernadette Gray-Little today has offered condolences to the family and friends of former University Communications director Lynn Bretz, who died May 27 at her home after a battle with cancer.
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Caring for a robotic baby

Using the latest in simulated-patient technology, faculty at the KU Medical Center are creating clinical experiences that mimic real-life situations.
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'Preserving Family History'

KU Libraries will present “Preserving Family History,” a discussion explaining the importance of family keepsakes and how to preserve them, on Saturday, June 2, at Watson Library.
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